LADY LASER LINK, RED HOT, QUICK SHOT, WHITE MAGIC & SWITCH INSTRUCTIONS

Below are pictures of my Laser Link Red Hot and Laser Link Switch. You may have any one of the other Laser
Link rangefinders listed above and they are all the same weight and configuration. We’ve learned from many
Laser Link customers (most recently at the PGA Merchandise Show this past January 2015) that they have had
great success by attaching the belt clip hook/3M VHB adhesive disk assembly (see attached picture) on the side
of the handle Of their Laser Link and hanging it “handle up” on their Quick Clip. Of course, the belt clip hook/3M
VHB adhesive disk assembly can be place on either side (or both sides if you choose) of the handle.
Included in your Quick Clip package are three (two spares) belt clip hook/3M adhesive disk assemblies, alcohol
pads for cleaning the oils, dirt, dust from the back of your G6 (this is very important as it will assure optimal
adhesion), two spare 3M adhesive disks. It’s very important that you clean the area(s) on your Laser Link where
the belt clip tab/3M adhesive disk will be placed (as shown in the picture). Don’t use soap and water – clean only
with only an alcohol pad (rubbing alcohol) as this removes any dust, dirt, oils and other unseen yucky stuff. This
is important as it enhances adhesion. Allow it to air dry. Peel the paper backing off of the back of the belt clip
hook/3M adhesive disk assembly. Very carefully place the belt clip hook/3M adhesive disk assembly on the spot
indicated in the Laser Link RH picture or the Switch picture. Be very careful when placing it on your Laser Link.
The 3M adhesive disk is not a glue and cannot be adjusted after placing it on your Laser Link. It will stick like
crazy to the first spot it touches. Once it’s in place, put pressure on it for 30 seconds or so then allow it to
“set/cure” for a a minimum of 48 to 72 hours before using your Laser Link on the Quick Clip. This “curing time”
also enhances the adhesion.
VERY IMPORTANT: If you follow these directions “to the letter”, it will stick instantly and you won’t be
able to remove it using your fingers/hands (you may draw blood). It certainly cannot come off during
your everyday use on the golf cart.
If you ever want to take it off, simply warm the belt clip hook/3M adhesive disk assembly with a hair dryer (or a
heat gun on the lowest setting) for several seconds. It still won’t be easy to pull off, but with some effort it will
peel off and usually without any residue. Don’t try to re-use that old 3M adhesive disk as it loses some of its
adhesive properties when it’s been removed. The belt clip hook can be re-used over and over, but be sure to
remove any adhesive residue and clean it with alcohol before placing a fresh new (included) 3M adhesive disk
on it (again be careful!).
When your Laser Link is attached on the Quick Clip in the Keyhole slot, it will naturally swing a bit as you
normally drive the cart in the course of your golf game but there is no danger of your Laser Link coming loose.
That said however, obviously we can’t make a 100% guarantee that your Laser Link might not try to pop out
of the Quick Clip keyhole slot if you drive recklessly and/or hit severe bumps at high speed.
If your need more of the belt clip hooks/3M adhesive disk assemblies, alcohol pads or 3M adhesive disks, call
us or send us an e-mail with your full name and address.
If you have any doubts at all about the strength, flexibility and holding power of the 3M VHB
adhesive, please click on the link below. If you have any trouble opening it, simply right-click
directly on the link then click on “Open Hyperlink”. Or you can also copy the link and paste it into
your web browser address line:
https://www.3m.com/3M/en_US/company-us/all-3m-products/~/3M-VHB-Tape4991?N=5002385+3293223574&rt=rud
Please don’t hesitate to call us at 643-333-7453 if you have any additional questions or concerns.
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